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Welcome to BRN VI. As always, we appreciate your ~ ter ~den Rooting,
THEONE WITHTHEGREATREPUTATIONTM.It is our sincer 0 hat these news

articles continue to educate the general pub Ii~t ro 'ng products and

installation. Our long-term goal is to make~he '. <9. ~de into a more

respected institution for generations to co

The featured products of this BRNare custo~ .. deck flatroofs by Dec-k-king and

DecTec. These custom products a~r. ~ rqy , . n personal tovorite roofing products

for the simple reason that they are . t .' ~~o of fun! It is not often in the roofing

trade that we get to describe o<t~ro . ct s fun, but that label certainly applies to
Dec-k-ing and DecTec produc sto atroofs are products which not only serve a

utilitarian function-they keep~ . underneath dry-but they also are just a lot of

fun to have. custom~flatro s ~at for outdoor fun, patio parties, or just enjoying

the quiet serenity of 0 n,' .h air. They go great with any kind of walkout area such

as a sundeck, gar~e' ,ro· f deck, or even a rooftop penthouse.
For more infor~, ore a~wayswelcome fa check with the manufacturer(s).Dec-k-ing . e acted at (800) 804-6288. DecTec can be reached at (800) 268-
1078,or . ~c.com.

AQ~ '; 0 lng, we don't really take preferences between these two products. Wethin~ are both excellent products. We can proudly install either.
Before we continue, let's take a hot look at a few photos of some custom flatroofs
which Braden Roofing has installed. In PICTURE# 1,we see a walkout deck with the
custom flatroof recently installed. Custom flatroofs are great for lakeside or poolside
decks, as we see in PICTURE#2. Wouldn't this be a great place to throw a party and
meet people? PICTURES#3 and #4 show two more views of a custom flatroof installed

by Braden Roofing. Custom flatroofs are grand any way you look at them.
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Picture #1 A custom flatroof on a walkout deck.

Picture #2 This is a great place to have a party and meet people.



Picture #3 A closer view of a custom flatroof.

Picture #4 Custom flatroofs look great from any angle.
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Before custom flatroofs existed, if you wanted to have a nice outdoor walkout deck
area with a dry area underneath (hot tub, anyone?), you actually needed TWO
products to get the job done. To make the area underneath dry, you needed a
conventional flatroofing material. To have a walkout area, you would need to
additionally construct a wooden deck atop the flatroof.

Not only is this costly, but it is also mechanically problematic. Furthermore, most
traditional decks have been composed of CCA lumber, which can be highly

carcinogenic. Testshave proven that CCA lumber continues to seep ars~'

years, even if you coat or stain the wood. Do you really want to be '. 0

deck with bare feet? How obout petting your dog ar cot that has b~cYO
the deck? ~

Constructing a deck on top of a (traditional) flatroof can~ra..~atiC
mechanically. How do you put the deck in place withou a ~~e flatroof?

Frequently, the wooden deck installed atop the flatroof da~es .e flatroof. Now the

area underneath isno longer watertight. Maintenan~(] tr~itional flatroof

underneath a wooden deck is practically imp~ib~. amaging the deck. If

you want to fix the flatroot. you will have to tea .• eck! Installing a custom
flatroof solves this problem because it is only:. sy et it does the job of two.

)uld ..II .. ,I s still significantly more cost effecti'

than installing a flatroof and th~ .. ! . e cost of a custom flatroof will depend
upon circumstances such as si . pe, ....cation, rail conncections, and how much

preparatory work isneeded. I~' ss preparatory wark in rnore detail at the end ot

this article. ~

~
Both Dec-k-ing and .• c vinyl based products which have been formulated to
be resistant to UY· ~e re thermoplastics similar to TPO (see Braden Roofing
News Y). Both . r warranties. Both come in 6 foot rolls and have seams

which are ~a w . As you can see in the photos which you have already seen,
the sea. re . cally invisible from ~ost angles. From c~rt~in angles and under

c a I~LlRi·. nc s, the seams are VISible. You can see this In PICTURE#5. However,this' re~monstrates that the seams are still fairly inconspicuous even under the
worst lighting circumstances.

As with any quality roofing system, much of the quality of a custom flatroof issubject to
the quality of the installation. At Braden Roofing, we believe in doing the best and most
thorough construction possible. In roofing as in life, the greatest difficulties can be
found in the transitions. Custom flashings are available from both of the manufacturers

we recommend. When properly installed, custom flashings will make transitions strong,
tight, and beautiful, as we see in PICTURE#6. Thispicture shows a custom flatroof
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Picture #5 Dee-tee detail. In this picture, you can see the seams because the sun is
casting hard shadows. This picture shows that even under the worst of lighting

circumstances, a properly constructed seam is visually inconspicuous.

Picture #6 Custom flashings are available. When properly installed by skilled
craftspersons such as those at Braden Roofing, splices and transitions will be strong,

tight and beautiful.
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splicing cleanly into a wall and corner post with the aid of a manufacturer-provided
flashing. In PICTURE#7, we see that the skilled craftspersons at Braden Roofing have
successfully tied the custom flatroofing material into and below a sliding door threshold.

Both Dec-k-ing and DecTec require minimal maintenance. Both might require an
occasional cleaning, but that is about it. still, it would be wise not to abuse these
wonderful systems. You might want to be careful with the barbecue grills. A heat

resistant mat between the roof and the grill would be a good idea. Chair an~e

footings will be fine, but you might not want to unnecessarily drag large ~e b ts
over your beautiful custom flatroof. When properly installed (as by t~~e r

at Braden Roofing), a custom flatroof should provide years of carefre x'

comfort. NThe next section of this edition of BRNdeals with some te~I~~ec
issuesbore you, you may want to skip to the conclusion.

~

~
PREPARATORYWORK

1. Proper drainage.
2. Proper roof substrate.
3. Proper substrate prepar

There are three

The ea~st way would be to shorten the length of the deck supports on the edge
furthest from the house, or wherever you want water to drain. For a skilled carpenter,
this is a fairly easy fix. Sometimes this just isn't possible, and we instead have to build up
one side of the deck.

When we must raise one side of the deck, I very much prefer to actually run new rafters.
Certainly this is more difficult for the carpenters (and therefore more expensive for the
homeowner) than to simply shim up one side, but the result isvastly superior. At Braden
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Picture #7 Sliding door thresholds are not a problem for the skilled installers
of Braden Roofing.
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Roofing, we believe that shimming on a structural level is a pretty crummy construction

technique. It is much better to spend a little more and have a beautiful, long-term
solution.

Sometimes, by raising one side of a deck, we can create other unintended problems.

What if the lift of the deck runs higher than the bottom edge of a sliding door? Before

we begin construction on a custom deck project, homeowners, carpenters, and roof

installers should all carefully think through the possibilities. It is far better to anti~' teand solve a problem before it becomes a problem, than to have difficulti~'le
project is under construction and have to "wing it". At Braden Roofi~w .

hard to cross-coordinate projects with homeowners and carpenters. ~',excellent references from previous customers, and can offer excell ~~es for

quality carpenters. We can work with anybody if they are Rrofe~~a organized.

In PICTURE#8, we see a clever solution to an interesting P~I' ~is roof, we had
to lift up on side to create mor~ pitch. The carpenters on th roJ t ran a new rafter
system on top of the old rafters. This meant that the, ho d an unfinished wood

surface. We used the same flatroofing materia to hi nfinished surface and tied

it together with custom flashings. The result is a n I ish which can

accommodate a gutter either directly belo~ro ge or further down at thetransition. ~~ 1Ii..'

Installing a proper substrate meansg}'~Q;:1 %" thickness plywood. Some

carpenters I have worked with ~~er do ble the 3~" plywood to double guarantee

that the decking substrate will moo '. I can't disagree. The stronger the better.

Once the substrate is prap~y ~ ,it is then af vitai impartance ta praperiy "prep

out" the substrate. B~' ~.~ustom flatroofing is a fairly thin (but durable) product, it

transposes imperfec ... substrate right through to the surface. By using an

approved floor-Ie i 0 nd, we can smooth out lumps, knot holes, and seams.

The installe~c ,fate f will then have a lovely smooth surface.

Yes, prope ,', ory work takes a little bit more time, but at Braden Roofing, we feel
that;R:J~ itt of extra time is well worth the result of having a better roof.

II.

As part of this conclusion, I would like to show you two more photos. PICTURES#9 and

# 10 are before and after photos of a walkout deck where we installed a custom

flatroof. You may judge for yourself how much of a difference in beauty alone our

flatroof installation made. When you think of that room add-on you've always wanted,

or when you see that crummy old plankboard deck, or when you dream of converting
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Picture #8 The roof level was raised to create proper drainage. We covered
the unfinished edge with the same custom flatroofing and tied it into custom

flashings.



Picture #9 A walkout deck before we installed custom flatroofing.

Picture #10 The same walkout deck after we installed custom flatroofing.



For more information, you are always welcome to check with the manufacturer(s).
Dec-k-ing may be contacted at (800) 804-6288.
1078,or www.dec-tec.com.

that old office building walkout into something truly spectacular, think of Braden
Roofing and custom flatroof products!

Again, we thank you for your interest in the Braden Roofing News articles. For all your
roofing needs, remember Braden Roofing-THE ONE WITHTHEGREATREPUTATION.

DecTec can b

e reached at (~

~

~

~

~
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